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1. Introduction
News  reporting  is  supposed  to  be  non-partisan,  simple  reporting  of  events.  The

ideological tilt of a news source may be apparent from editorials or opinion pieces, but

the ideal of news reports is that ”'facts' should be separated from 'opinion.'” (van Dijk

1998:265) The actual adherence of news reporting to this ideal is often questioned. In

News Ideology in the Twentieth Century Kevin Barnhurst claims that ”News has become

a  body  of  interpretation  about  a  small  number  of  events”  (2005:258)  and  that

”journalists  now offer  knowledge,  not  just  events.”  (Ibid:258)  This  means  that  the

potential  for  ideological  discourse  to  creep  into  news  reporting  is  very  strong.  In

modern America  accusations  of  the media serving an agenda,  whether  it  be liberal,

conservative or corporate, abound. These accusations may or may not be true but what

is true is that the media has a large influence on us. While the media may not decide

what we think it certainly influences what we think about. What different media outlets

decide is newsworthy is what we tend to hear about. The voices which the media decide

are important are those we usually listen to. However, in the last two decades, the rise of

the Internet has caused a diversification of media sources. Despite the existence of a

virtual armada of bloggers, amateur reporters and opinion writers, what the old news

sources have to say is still important. This is due to the fact that they still dominate

much of the news and that they are often more trusted than the newer sources. The two

largest  American newspapers  on the Internet  today are the  New York Times and the

Washington Post. The perception exists today that the  New York Times is a leftist or

liberal newspaper, or at least slightly tilted in that direction. The Washington Post on the

other hand, is harder to pin down. Many consider it right wing while some consider it

leftist  or  centrist.  The  two  papers  do  not  identify  themselves  as  belonging  to  any

political affiliation,  but  the  New York Times and the  Washington Post both endorsed

Barack  Obama,  the Democratic  candidate,  for  President  in 2008.  It  is  therefore  not

possible to say at a glance where the two papers stand ideologically. This essay will

analyze the two papers Internet editions on matters of ideology and see if there is any

ideological bias to the reporting present in them.

1.1 Aim

The purpose of this essay is to discover to what degree ideological discourse is present

in the news articles  of the large American newspapers the  New York Times and the
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Washington Post, specifically in the case of differing coverage of the debate and vote on

the healthcare reform bill debated in the US senate.

1.2 Theoretical Background

The theory used to  analyze the texts  is  discourse analysis,  especially as  laid out  in

Ideology,  a Multidisciplinary Approach by Teun van Dijk and in  Critical  Discourse

Analysis and Analyzing Discourse, both by Norman Fairclough. In the former, van Dijk

states that ”ideologies are usually defined as political or social systems of ideas, values

or prescriptions of groups or other collectivities, and have the function of organizing or

legitimating the actions of the group.”(1998:3) The two major political parties in the

USA are the Democrats and the Republicans. Their ideologies are often identified as

being  'liberal'  (Democrats)  and  'conservative'  (Republicans),  but  the  groups  do  not

always conform to these labels. Often only parts of the membership of either party are

described in those terms, with centrist and moderate being commonly used to describe

members  of  both  parties.  Individual  politicians  sometimes  identify  themselves  as

moderate  or  centrist  as  well.  Due to  these  facts,  the  ideologies  that  encompass  the

entirety of the parties can be more accurately labeled as 'Republican' and 'Democratic'

as these will always describe the specific ideologies of the two parties, regardless of

their conformity to other ideals.

Now that the ideologies have been identified, the presence of ideological

content in the form of discourse can be established. The relationship between ideology

and discourse is expounded on by van Dijk when he says that ”[c]oncealment,

legitimation, manipulation and related notions that are seen as the prime functions of

ideologies in society are mostly discursive (or more broadly semiotic) social

practices.”(1998:5) This discourse of ideology is what will be studied in this essay. Van

Dijk identifies several ways in which ideology can be produced in discourse. These are:

direct expression, instantiated direct expression, direct expressions of ideological

attitudes, event model expression and context model expression (van Dijk 1998:239-

241).  In my analysis I will use the last two models because they are the models that

were most prominent in the articles and therefore form the  best basis for a discourse

analysis. Event model expression involves ”concrete experiences and events,”

(Ibid:240) such as news stories concerning some specific event tied to the general

attitudes of the ideology. Context model expression is the expression of certain ideas
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that only occur in certain contexts, such as when talking about members of a specific

group. Van Dijk puts it like this: ”Beliefs of events [sic] models that normally would not

be expressed because of contextual constraints of politeness or non-discrimination may

now be admitted to the semantic representation of the discourse.” (1998:241)

Van  Dijk  also  identifies  an  ”overall  strategy  of  ideological

communication” (Ibid:267) which he outlines in the following fashion:

1 Express/emphasize information that is positive about Us.

2 Express/emphasize information that is negative about Them.

3 Suppress/de-emphasize information that is positive about Them.

4 Suppress/de-emphasize  information  that  is  negative  about  Us.

(Ibid:267)

This then is the core of ideological communication, with everything going back to

these four points.

Two  of  the  main  tools  used  in  attempts  to  further  an  ideology  are

legitimation  and  de-legitimation.  These  two  are  fairly  similar,  legitimation  aims  to

justify the group's actions as being within the societal norm, whereas de-legitimation

does the opposite to the actions of other groups. Fairclough quotes an undated paper by

Theo van Leeuwen in identifying the four main strategies of legitimation:

� Authorization

Legitimation by reference to the authority of tradition, custom, law, and of

persons in whom some kind of institutional authority is vested

� Rationalization

Legitimization by reference to the utility of institutionalized action, and to the

knowledges society has constructed to endow them with cognitive validity.

� Moral evaluation

Legitimation by reference to value systems.

� Mythopoesis

Legitimation conveyed through narrative. (Fairclough 2003:98)

The discourse in the articles mainly use the first two of these legitimation strategies.

According to van Dijk, the discourse itself can also be legitimized and de-legitimized:

This is a crucial strategy, because discourse was found to have a primary

role in the formation and change of underlying attitudes and ideologies, that
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is,  in  persuasion.  If  the  public  discourse  of  any  social  group  can  be

controlled or delegitimated, a dominant or competing group can establish

hegemony over the symbolic domain, namely, the control of the meanings

and minds of the recipients of such discourse (van Dijk 1998:260)

This task of de-legitimating discourse,  which is  of importance to ideologies,  can be

accomplished in several different ways. One way to accomplish de-legitimation that is

difficult  to  spot  is  the  denial  of  access  to  discourse.  A  newspaper  may  ”deny

representatives of 'illegitimate' groups access to the newspaper” (Ibid:260) for instance.

This would not be immediately obvious,  because the reader  would not know which

groups had been refused access.

The discourse in news articles can be sorted into two groups: primary and

secondary  discourse.  Fairclough  defines  primary  discourse  as  ”the  representing  or

reporting discourse” (1995:55) and secondary discourse as ”the discourse represented or

reported.” (Ibid:55) Primary discourse is the reporter's own words whereas secondary

discourse is a direct quotation or the reported speech of someone other than the writer.

Secondary discourse, whether directly or indirectly presented, implies that the reader is

presented with the exact words used by the speaker. This is usually represented by either

using  quotation marks  or  constructions  similar  to  the  following:  ”Mr.  Reid said  he

understood  that  Ms.  Landrieu  was  already  working  with  two  other  Democratic

senators.” (Herzenhorn  2009)

A method of influencing the reader that is specific to secondary discourse

is  'setting'.  Fairclough  defines  this  as  ”the  extent  to  which  and  ways  in  which

reader/listener  interpretation  of  secondary discourse  is  controlled  by placing  it  in  a

particular textual context.” (Fairclough 1995:60) One specific setting element is the use

of 'formulation', which Fairclough describes as a ”summarizing gist of the secondary

discourse before it appears in fuller representation.” (Ibid:61) In the articles analyzed in

this essay this 'gist' tends to appear right before the discourse it is summarizing and is

sometimes actually longer than the discourse it 'summarizes'. Another use of setting that

is often used in the analyzed articles is identifying people as members of certain groups.

An example of this can be seen in the following quotation from one of the analyzed

NYT articles:  ”'Tonight  we have the opportunity,  the historic  opportunity to  reform

health care once and for all,' said Senator Max Baucus, Democrat of Montana, and a

chief architect  of the legislation.” (Herzenhorn:2009) Senator Baucus is  here clearly

identified as a member of four groups: He is a Senator, a Democrat, a Montanan and a
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'chief architect of the legislation.' This particular type of setting will be referred to as

membershipping throughout the essay.

1.3 Method and Material

To study the use of ideological discourse in American newspaper media, articles from

the New York Times and the Washington Post (henceforth NYT and WP) on Healthcare

reform  were  analyzed.  The  articles  selected  were  from  the  online  versions  of  the

newspapers, because these were much easier to access than the print versions. Three

articles from each paper were selected, all from the same week. Only articles that were

clearly reports of events, rather than editorials, columns, blogs or opinion pieces, were

included.  No  articles  originating  with  the  Associated  Press  were  selected  as  the

objective of the study was to discern differences in the reporting between the NYT and

the WP. All six articles reported on the Senate health care bill and a vote on a motion to

proceed to debate the bill1. The healthcare bill is something which the Republican party

was in general against and the Democratic party was in general for. The same division

existed on the motion to proceed, with the Republicans in general being against this and

the Democrats in general being for it.

The six articles were formed into three pairs. The pairs consisted of one

article from the NYT and one from the WP, both covering roughly the same story. The

reason for analyzing all articles in pairs is because ”all utterances are dialogic in that

they are responses to other utterances and their meaning has to be understood in relation

to these other utterances.” (Billig 2001:214) Consequently, no ideological content can

be found except in comparison with some other ideology, whether stated or unstated,

and therefore comparing articles on the same subjects will paint a much clearer picture

of both articles ideological content than viewing them separately. The discourses in the

article pairs were then analyzed for ideological content,  in accordance with the four

point list of van Dijk. The particular political ideologies searched for in the articles were

the ”Democratic” and ”Republican” ideologies, established earlier as the ideologies of

the two major American political parties.

Instances of secondary discourse found in the articles were divided into

1 Due to the way the Senate works, a proposed bill cannot be debated, much less voted on, unless

60 of the 100 Senators agree to start the debate (Bach 2003, 1).
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the following groups: Individual members of the Democratic caucus2 positive toward

the healthcare bill,  individual members of the Democratic caucus critical of the bill,

individual Republicans, unnamed plural Democrats and unnamed plural Republicans.

The latter two categories include phrases such as 'Democratic leaders' and 'Republican

Senators'.  The  number  of  words  present  in  each  of  these  instances  of  secondary

discourse were then counted and added up to get  the total  number of  words in that

category in each article. These numbers were then compared to each other to see if there

were major discrepancies between the papers as to which groups were allowed access to

discourse and in what amounts. The remaining secondary discourse which did not fit

into any of the above categories was not tallied up in the same way, but this was a small

minority of all secondary discourse in the articles.

Finally, the coverage of the issue of abortion in the articles was looked at,

primarily because it took up large parts of two of the articles and because it is an issue

that  the Democrats  and Republicans  oppose each other  on. The Republican party is

opposed to abortion and has the following statement in their party platform:

[T]he unborn child has a fundamental individual right to life which cannot

be infringed. We support a human life amendment to the Constitution, and

we  endorse  legislation  to  make  clear  that  the  Fourteenth  Amendment’s

protections apply to unborn children. We oppose using public revenues to

promote or perform abortion and will not fund organizations which advocate

it. (2008:1)

Conversely,  the  Democratic  party  believes  in  the  right  to  abortion  and  their  party

platform  contains  the  statement  that:  ”Abortion  should  be  safe,  legal,  and  rare.”

(2004:42) Because of these differences in official policy, it was deemed interesting to

see if the papers would diverge on their coverage of the issue.

2. Presentation
This section of the essay will first present a list of instances of secondary discourse for

each article and then relate the  results of the discourse analysis of the secondary

discourse. The following analysis section will relay signs of ideological discourse in the

2 The Democratic caucus is a term which covers not only the Democrats in the Senate, but also

two independents who nevertheless mostly side with the Democrats.
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article pairs. I will then comment on the findings of the presentation and the analysis in

a discussion section.

NYT November 18, Words: 968

Feature of

discourse

Political

affiliation

Number of words Percentage of

whole

Number of

speakers

Individual

healthcare bill

positive

Democrat 154 16,00% 3

Individual

Critical

Democrat 134 14,00% 4

Individual Republican 29 3,00% 1

Unnamed plural Democrat 57 6,00% -

Unnamed plural Republican 0 0,00% -

WP November 18, Words: 690

Feature of

discourse

Political

affiliation

Number of words Percentage of

whole

Number of

speakers

Individual

positive

Democrat 43 6,00% 1

Individual

Critical

Democrat 31 5,00% 1

Individual Republican 0 0,00% 0

Unnamed plural Democrat 68 10,00% -

Unnamed plural Republican 0 0,00% -

NYT November 20, Words: 969

Feature of

discourse

Political

affiliation

Number of words Percentage of

whole

Number of

speakers

Individual

healthcare bill

positive

Democrat 46 5,00% 2

Individual

healthcare bill

critical

Democrat 0 0,00% 0

Individual Republican 47 5,00% 1

Unnamed plural Democrat 93 9,50% -

Unnamed plural Republican 16 1,60% -
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WP November 19, Words: 1032

Feature of

discourse

Political

affiliation

Number of words Percentage of

whole

Number of

speakers

Individual

healthcare bill

positive

Democrat 76 7,00% 5

Individual

healthcare bill

critical

Democrat 33 3,00% 1

Individual Republican 41 4,00% 2

Unnamed plural Democrat 10 1,00% -

Unnamed plural Republican 0,00% -

NYT November 22, Words: 1705

Feature of

discourse

Political

affiliation

Number of words Percentage of

whole

Number of

speakers

Individual

positive

Democrat 228 13,00% 4

Individual

healthcare bill

critical

Democrat 202 12,00% 3

Individual Republican 159 9,00% 2

Unnamed plural Democrat 0 0,00% -

Unnamed plural Republican 27 2,00% -

WP November 22, Words: 1026

Feature of

discourse

Political

affiliation

Number of words Percentage of

whole

Number of

speakers

Individual

healthcare bill

positive

Democrat 39 4,00% 1

Individual

healthcare bill

critical

Democrat 53 4,00% 3

Individual Republican 58 6,00% 3

Unnamed plural Democrat 41 4,00% -
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Unnamed plural Republican 0 0,00% -

Some overall patterns can be discerned from analyzing the instances of secondary

discourse. The NYT articles all feature more Democratic speakers who are positive

toward the healthcare bill than Republican speakers. In two of the NYT articles, from

November 18 and 22, the number of words attributed to these positive Democrats were

greater in number than those attributed to Republicans. This imbalance was especially

noticeable in the November 18 article; Democrats positive toward the bill had five times

more words attributed to them than Republicans did. However, in the NYT article from

the November 20, the amount of words associated with the lone Republican

outnumbered those attributed to the two Democrats by 2 to 1: Democrats 46 words and

the Republicans 47. The effect it has on the ideological slant of the article is minimal

however, as the total number of words spoken by both sides are almost exactly the

same.

In the two latter WP articles more Republicans were cited than in their

NYT partner articles. Only in the first of the WP articles, from November 18, are there

fewer Republicans cited than in the corresponding NYT article. Unnamed Democrats,

usually pluralized, were cited in all but one of the six articles. The discourse emanating

from these unnamed Democrats took up similar amounts of article space to that taken

up by individual Democrats and Republicans. Discourse that was attributed to unnamed

Republicans only occurred in two of the articles, and both were from the NYT. In these

articles, references to unnamed plural Republicans took up far less article space than

other represented groups.

An evaluation of the tables reveals that in all of the NYT articles a higher

percentage  of  the  text  contains  secondary  discourse  than  in  the  corresponding  WP

articles. In two of these NYT articles this percentage is very much higher than in their

WP  counterparts.  Furthermore,  the  NYT  articles  always  contain  more  secondary

discourse  from  individual  Democrats  who  are  positive  toward  the  bill  than  from

Democrats who are critical of the bill. This is only true in two of the WP articles.

The article pairs from November 18 and 22 tell a similar story as before in

relation to the percentage of article space allotted to discourse from the two groups. For

Democrats who were positive toward the healthcare bill, the November 18 NYT article

has two and a half times more article space devoted to them than the WP article of the

same  date.  For  the  same  category,  the  NYT article  from November  22  gives  over
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roughly three times as much space as its WP counterpart. The words from Democrats

who are critical of the bill take up nearly three times as much of the article in the NYT

than in the WP on November 18 and two times the amount in the NYT on November 22

when  compared  to  the  WP from  the  same  date.  Discourse  from  Republicans  was

nonexistent in the November 18 WP, and only slightly more common than that in its

NYT counterpart. The November 22 article pair was also similar in this respect, with the

NYT giving only half again as much space over to Republican speakers than the WP.

For unnamed Democrats, the WP articles both beat out their NYT counterparts.

The November 19/20 article pair does not follow the same pattern and

almost reverses the trends found in the other article pairs. The November 19 article was

the only WP article that was longer than its NYT counterpart. It was also the only WP

article that dedicated a larger percentage of its article space to discourse from individual

Democrats  than  its  counterpart  NYT article.  This  article  pair  is  also  the  only  one

wherein unnamed Democrats get a higher percentage of article space in the NYT than in

the WP.

2.1 Analysis

2.1.1 Discourse Analysis of November 18 Articles

Differences  in  the  articles  can  be  seen  in  the  headlines  they use.  The WP article's

headline: “Reid 'optimistic' about getting 60 votes on health bill” (Murray 2009a) uses

indirect  discourse  but then  'slips'  into  direct  discourse  when  it  uses  the  word

”optimistic,”  something which  Fairclough  claims  is  common when  ”the  representer

wishes to associate with, or distance from, the secondary discourse.” (1995:56) Even

though this technique can indicate association or distance, it is more likely, when taking

all other indicators into consideration, that it is indicative of a wish to distance itself

from Reid's position. The NYT headline: ”3 Democrats could block health care bill”

(Hulse  2009)  meanwhile  is  primary  discourse  all  the  way through  and  seems  less

ideological.

Both  articles  include  the  same  quotation  from  Senate  majority  leader

Harry Reid but preface it  very differently.  The NYT article reads as follows: “'I am

going to have a bill that’s fiscally responsible,' he told reporters. 'Of all the bills we’ve

seen, it’ll be the best: saves more money, is more protective of Medicare, is a bill that’s
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good for the American people.'” (Hulse 2009) The WP article on the other hand prefaces

Reid's statement in a different fashion, stating that ”The leader was more outspoken in

describing his measure, boasting to reporters: 'Of all the bills we've seen, it'll be the

best: saves more money, is more protective of Medicare, is a bill that's good for the

American people.'” (Murray 2009a) Setting the discourse in such a context, with the use

of  the  word  'boasting',  is  clearly  an  attempt  at  ”predisposing  interpretation  by

representing the illocutionary force of the secondary discourse.” (Fairclough 1995:60)

Another use of setting in the WP article is in the final paragraph, in which

a letter from ”20 economists at major universities” (Murray 2009a) who said that the

Senate bill  would be an economic good was released by the White house.  If  one is

disinclined  to  trust  information  coming  from  the  Obama  White  house,  setting  the

economists statement in that context is a good way to attempt de-legitimation. Both of

the articles made use of the setting technique of formulation. In both of these cases the

formulation  appears  right  before  the  discourse  it  is  summarizing.  Here  is  the

formulation from the NYT article:

Some  senators  who  were  previously  considered  potential  obstacles  to

starting the debate have made clear that they will vote with the party at this

point, drawing a distinction between this initial advance and later votes of

more consequence.

'I think we ought to begin a dialogue on this and see where it leads,' said

Senator Evan Bayh, Democrat of Indiana, adding that this position was no

guarantee he would support the measure in the end. (Hulse 2009)

The summary is actually longer than the discourse itself in this case, which is typical for

how the NYT writers use formulation. In the WP article the formulation is shorter than

the discourse, as can be seen when it states that ”Nelson indicated that he is flexible on

the time frame. 'My sense is whether it's 72 hours or 60 hours, there will be ample time

to review it,' he told reporters Tuesday.” (Murray 2009a) Formulation seems to be used

in the articles in order to cement the papers own interpretations of the discourse as those

the reader should make while reading the actual discourse.

The WP article in one paragraph states that the non-partisan Congressional

Budget Office has indicated that the bill will have certain financial effects; it would cost

less and lower the deficit more compared to the bill that had already been passed by the

House of Representatives at that point. The paragraph which included this information
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ended with a note that this information did not actually come straight from the CBO but

is  rather  what ”several  senior Democratic aides who have reviewed the CBO data”

(Murray 2009a) have said. Thus the WP does not actually report on the CBO data, but

rather  the  ”senior  Democratic  aides” interpretations  of  the  data.  This  seems like an

attempt to paint the information from the non-partisan CBO as partisan, without saying

that the CBO itself is partisan or that their data is incorrect.

In the NYT text, Senator Harry Reid is introduced as ”Senator Harry Reid

of Nevada, the majority leader.” (Hulse 2009) He is then referred to six more times in

the article, and each time he is referred to as ”Mr. Reid.” (Ibid) In the WP text, he is

introduced  as  ”Senate  Majority  Leader  Harry  M.  Reid”  (Murray  2009a)  and  then

referred to nine more times. In seven of these references he is referred to simply as

”Reid” (Ibid), once as ”the Leader” (Ibid) and once as ”the Nevada Democrat.” (Ibid)

Even  though  the  fact  that  he  is  not  referred  to  as  Mr.  Reid  in  the  WP is  easily

explainable by the fact that none of the three WP articles refer to anyone by the titles

Mr, Ms, Miss or Mrs, this does not explain the use of such language as 'the Leader' or

'the Nevada Democrat'. Of course, this usage of language could be an artifact of the way

the  journalist  writes,  for  example  as  an  attempt  to  avoid  repetition.  However,  it  is

interesting to note that  the only other person to receive a similar appellation in the

article is Senator Olympia Snowe, who is described as ”the Maine moderate” (Murray

2009a) and who was, in the words of the November 22 WP article, ”the only Republican

to support the Senate Finance Committee bill,” (Murray 2009c) which was an earlier

version of the healthcare bill. Therefore, the only two people to be described in such

terms in the article have at some point supported the healthcare bill.

The NYT article stated that the ”Republican National Convention attacked

Senator  Mark  Pryor  of  Arkansas”  (Hulse 2009)  but  does  not  report  what  the  RNC

actually said, other than that on the subject of Pryor's committal to vote for cloture3 the

RNC was ”equating it with a vote for the measure itself.” (Ibid) The WP article stated in

its opening paragraph that Senator Harry Reid ”scrambled Tuesday to lock down votes”

(Murray 2009a) and later in the article Democratic leaders were said to have ”spent

recent  days  wooing  three  party  moderates.”  (Ibid)  In  the  NYT,  the  Democratic

leadership was instead said to be ”talking to holdouts, negotiating deals in an effort to

3 Cloture is a technical term, used in the US Senate to denote stopping a filibuster. A filibuster is

another technical term for when enough (usually 41) Senators refuse to agree to start or close

debate (see note 1).
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get them on board as wavering lawmakers exert their leverage at a critical moment.”

(Hulse 2009) These last two excerpts are clearly two different accounts of the same

events, in which the NYT is far more neutral in its coverage, and avoids words like

'scrambled'  and 'wooing'  while  also providing more actual  information. All  of  these

examples show that both papers adhere at least partially to the general drive of news

reporting toward interpreting events rather than simply reporting on them. The examples

also clearly show adherence to van Dijk's four point list. The NYT emphasizes that the

RNC ”attacked” (Ibid) senator Pryor, whereas this information is nowhere to be seen in

the WP. Similarly, the WP portrays the Democrats in a bad light but the NYT portrays

them neutrally or positively.

On the subject of abortion, the NYT article said nothing, and the WP only

mentions it in passing, in one sentence in a paragraph of demands made by Senator Ben

Nelson. In total, 14 words, or 2 percent of the WP article is taken up by this subject.

2.1.2 Discourse Analysis of November 19/20 Articles

These articles are those most concerned with the subject of abortion. The NYT article

spent exactly a third of the entire article (323 words out of a total of 969) on the subject

of  abortion in  the two bills  (Senate and House).  The WP article  on the other  hand

contains 162 words on the subject, out of a total of 1032. This means that the subject

took up less than one sixth of the article, or half as much proportionally than in the NYT

article. It is also the only one of the three WP articles in which the subject is more than

mentioned in passing and the only article out of all the six in which the National Right

to Life Committee4 is given space to express its ideas.

Overall, the strategy of setting, and especially membershipping, are used

more  frequently  in  the  WP than  in  the  NYT article;  that  is,  if  one  discounts  such

membershipping as 'Senator', which both articles always use upon introducing someone.

An example of setting in the WP article would be another attempt, like the one detailed

above  for  the  earlier  pair  of  articles,  to  predispose  interpretation  by  phrasing  the

Republican  reactions  to  the  bill  as  being  that  ”Republicans  dismissed  it.”  (Murray

2009b) As there are two quotes by Republicans that follow this declaration, this can also

be seen as formulation. The WP uses membershipping when quoting  Senator Sherrod

4 The National Right to Life committee is a large pro-life/anti-abortion group, with ”over 3000

chapters in all 50 states and the District of Columbia ” (”Mission Statement”).
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Brown of Ohio, who is introduced as “a liberal who pressed Reid to revive the public

option” (Ibid) and immediately thereafter when presenting secondary discourse from

Senator  Kent  Conrad,  naming him “the  budget  chairman and a  leading Democratic

fiscal hawk.” (Ibid) Another instance of this in the same article is when Senator Barbara

Boxer  is  described  as  ”an  abortion  rights  advocate  who  was  working  to  forge  a

compromise on the issue.” (Ibid) Republicans are not membershipped in this way in the

WP article and neither is the National Right to Life Committee when it is introduced.

The NYT article hardly uses membershipping of this sort at all, but does

use formulation several times. Formulation is used twice in relation to the subject of

abortion. The first time is in the following quote: ”Opponents of abortion describe this

bookkeeping arrangement as a sham. 'It’s  a shell game,'  said Senator Mike Johanns,

Republican of Nebraska.” (Pear 2009) The second time it is used is shortly afterward:

”Supporters of abortion rights were pleased with the treatment of abortion in Mr. Reid’s

bill. 'It maintains the decades-long compromise of no federal funds for abortion, while

allowing a woman to use her own private funds for her reproductive health care,' said

Senator  Barbara  Boxer,  Democrat  of  California.”  (Ibid)  Both  of  these  instances  of

formulation  are  also  examples  of  membershipping.  Senator  Mike  Johanns  is

membershipped as an opponent of abortion and Senator Barbara Boxer as a supporter of

abortion rights. That Senator Johanns is membershipped as an opponent of something,

rather than as a supporter of the right to life or something similar, is indicative of an

ideological bias on the part of the NYT.

2.1.3 Discourse Analysis of November 22 Articles

Differences between the articles are clear from the headlines. In the NYT, the headline

is: ”Senate votes to open health care debate” (Herzenhorn 2009) while the WP headline

reads: ”Senate Democrats vote to bring health bill to floor for debate” (Murray 2009c).

The  WP separates  the  Senate  Democrats  from  the  Republicans  by  identifying  the

Democrats as a group, thus making the Republicans a separate group. By singling out

the Democrats as the ones who voted for the bill to be brought to the floor for debate,

the article obliquely states that the Republican senators did not vote for the bill. The

NYT headline on the other hand treats the Senate as one single group and therefore

emphasizes that the Senate as a whole voted and that a majority wanted to proceed with

the debate.  Consequently,  the headline from the WP seems more overtly ideological
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than the one from the NYT.

How the bill might change after the vote is commented on in both articles.

The following passages show the reporters imparting their knowledge, speculating on

events yet to come and presenting ”the journalist's judgment about an event” (Barnhurst

2005:258). The NYT states the following:

Those comments  made clear  that  more horse-trading lies  ahead and  that

major  changes  might  be  required  if  the  bill  is  to  be  approved.  And  it

suggested that the Senate majority leader, Harry Reid of Nevada, who relied

only on members aligned with his party to bring the bill to the floor, may yet

have to sway one or more Republicans to his side to get the bill adopted.

(Herzenhorn 2009)

… and the WP:

That  leaves  Reid  with  two  options.  Either  he  must  persuade  liberal

lawmakers to give up the provision, or he must win back Olympia J. Snowe

(Maine), the only Republican to support the Senate Finance Committee bill.

(Murray 2009c)

As can be seen, the WP's speculation is much more forceful than that of the NYT. The

WP states outright that the options presented by it are the only ones available to Reid,

whereas the NYT article only used words like 'may' 'might' and 'suggested'. Barnhurst

states that, ”[n]ews has become a body of interpretation […] which takes its authority

more  from  the  journalists  themselves  than  from  their  sources  or  their  access  to

occurrences.” (Barnhurst 2005:258) The WP passes more firmly into this modern mold

of reporting than the NYT.

Both articles reported on the voting being done from the Senators' private

chambers, but the portrayal of this differed. The WP stated that this was ”a formality

generally reserved  for  such  historic  matters  as  the  confirmations  of  Supreme Court

nominees” (Murray 2009c) while the NYT article referred to it as ”a rare ceremonial

gesture reserved for major votes.” (Herzenhorn 2009) Here the NYT is fairly neutral, as

it does not comment on the procedure other than to point out its rarity. There is some

indication that the writer thinks that the vote is a major vote, because the statement that

the method is  ”reserved for  major  votes” is  not  qualified with the word 'generally'.
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However,  in  the  WP article  the  statement  that  this  method is  reserved  for  ”historic

matters” is qualified with the word ”generally,” which thus infers quite clearly that this

vote is not a 'historical vote.' There is also a difference in the words used to describe the

voting method itself. The word 'formality' used by the WP means ”something which

must  be  done  but  that  does  not  have  much  meaning  or  importance.”  (Macmillan

2007:89) The word 'ceremonial' used by the NYT in this context means the following:

”[A] ceremonial event follows a formal or traditional pattern.” (Macmillan 2007: 232)

The following passage of  the WP article presents a critique of the bill

followed by what is presented as a Democratic response to the criticism.

Republicans  portrayed  the  vote  as  tantamount  to  an  endorsement  of  the

underlying bill, or "a vote for higher premiums, cuts to Medicare, and more

taxes," as Sen. Lamar Alexander (Tenn.) declared. 

"All  those people  who are concerned  about  the high  cost  of  health  care

today aren't getting relief under the Democrat plan," said Sen. John Thune

(S.D.). "In fact, their lives are going to get much, much worse." 

But  Democratic  leaders  said the vote provided a  jolt  of  momentum that

vastly improved prospects for a completed Senate bill before the Christmas

break, leaving January for negotiations with the House. (Murray 2009c)

However, a closer analysis reveals that the last paragraph does not actually offer any

rebuttals of the Republican criticisms of the first two paragraphs, despite the discourse

in the third paragraph being portrayed as connected to the discourse in the first two

paragraphs through the use of the word ’But’, which seems to link the paragraphs. This

emphasizes the Republican viewpoint while de-emphasizing the Democratic viewpoint.

This strategy is in perfect accordance with van Dijk's four point list.

In the NYT article several Democrats were quoted. Those quoted included

Senators, some who were positive toward the bill and some who were opposed to it as it

stood at the time, and President Obama's press secretary.  Republican Senators Mitch

McConnell and Mike Johanns were also quoted. In the WP article, the only senator who

was not critical of the bill at hand directly quoted was majority leader Harry Reid. The

remaining senators, Republican and Democrat alike, were quoted as voicing opposition

to the bill as it stood.

Setting  was  again  used  in  the  articles,  most  prominently  in  the  NYT
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article, in which one can find several instances of setting: ”Two reluctant Democratic

senators, Mary L. Landrieu of Louisiana and Blanche Lincoln of Arkansas, warned that

their support for a motion to open debate did not guarantee that they would ultimately

vote for the bill.” (Herzenhorn 2009) The two senators are described as 'reluctant' while

the use of the word ”warned” works to predispose the reader's interpretation of the text.

Another example from the NYT is as follows: ”Mr. McConnell warned of the political

consequences for senators who voted to move ahead. 'Senators who support this bill

have a lot of explaining to do,' he said. 'Americans know that a vote to proceed on this

bill, to get on this bill, is a vote for higher premiums, higher taxes and massive cuts to

Medicare.'”(Ibid)  The first  sentence of  this paragraph is  a  formulation of  the actual

discourse and can, as with the similar use of the word 'warned' above, be seen as an

attempt to predispose the reader to a certain interpretation of the discourse.

The NYT article devoted around 3% (54 words out of a total of 1751) of

the article's space to the subject of abortion. The WP only made a passing reference to

the  subject  in  a  sentence  containing  17  words:  ”Lawmakers  are  already  requesting

changes to the legislation, raising concerns related to Medicare, abortion and employer

requirements.” (Murray 2009c) If the entire sentence is seen as related to abortion, it

still covers only slightly more than 1,5% of the article (17 words out of a total of 1026).

This is only half of the percentage of article space the subject occupies in the NYT

article.

2.2 Discussion

From the analysis of the secondary discourse it is apparent that the NYT's journalists are

more prone to quote, paraphrase and otherwise report verbatim the discourse of others

than the reporters who work at the WP. When the WP's journalists do report secondary

discourse they appear more likely to report discourse from Republicans and Democrats

who are critical of the Democratic leadership than the NYT reporters are.

When it comes to the question of whether the journalists are ”knowledge

workers who create original symbolic output,” (Barnhurst 2005:258) it is obvious that

the  answer  is  –  yes  they do.  The reader  is  often  presented  with  a  statement  about

something which has either happened or been said, but without an actual description of

events  or  the  actual  contents  of  a  speech  event.  What  is  presented  is  a  journalist's
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interpretation of the event in question.  The reader is often told what was said before

someone is  quoted, thus foregrounding a certain interpretation of the discourse. One

example of foregrounding is the use of words such as 'warned' and 'boasted', instead of

the  more  neutral  word  ’said’,  which  entails  no  pre-dispositioning function.  Another

example is the use of formulation which, by telling the reader about what is going to be

said, predisposes the reader to accept the interpretation of the journalist.

An example of interpretation outside the context of secondary discourse is

when the NYT article of November 18 states that the ”Republican National Convention

attacked Senator Mark Pryor of  Arkansas” (Hulse 2009) without actually describing

what this attack consisted of.  Not only does the NYT's interpretation predispose the

reader to accept the NYT's version of events, it leaves no other choices open. There is

no room for interpretation on the part of the reader because there is really nothing to

interpret. Only by going to other sources can the reader get a different interpretation

than that of the NYT.

The journalists´ injection of their own knowledge into the articles can also

be seen when the writers interpret situations and speculate about the future. The WP

tends to be a little more forceful in these instances, such as when both articles speculate

on what Reid and the Democrats can or must do to pass the bill. The NYT can also

deliver speculation which is more forceful than normal, such as when, in the November

18 article, Hulse states that the outcome of the vote on the motion to proceed ”will also

decide at  least  the near-term prospects of  President  Obama’s top domestic  priority.”

(2009) The NYT's tone here is still not as forceful as that which is sometimes adopted

by the WP, but it is obvious that the writer is presenting his knowledge to the reader in

this instance.

Certain evidence that was found in the articles strongly suggests that the

WP has a Republican bias and the NYT has a Democratic bias. An example of this is the

WP's attempts to de-legitimize certain information that would cast the healthcare bill in

a more positive light. This fits well into the strategy outlined in van Dijk's four points.

Another indication of the ideological bias of the papers is the fact that different amounts

of other-group speakers are present in the articles. In two of the three article pairs, the

NYT allows  fewer  individual  Republicans  to  be  heard  than  the  corresponding  WP

articles do. Likewise, in two out of the three article pairs the WP has fewer Democratic

speakers than the NYT does. This fits in well with the four points of van Dijk. The

strategy is to emphasize your own group and de-emphasize the other group.
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Another  indication  of  ideology in  the  articles  is  the  differences  in  the

percentages of the articles that focuses on secondary discourse that is devoted to people

who are associated with the different parties. The WP is more likely to use setting when

presenting discourse from a Democrat, while the NYT seems more willing to use it

when presenting Republican discourse. Since there is other evidence for the ideological

bias of the papers it is apparent that setting is mostly used on discourse emanating from

the opposing ideological camp. Most instances of setting and other elements of primary

discourse which carry ideological meaning present a negative picture of that which they

are  associated  with.  Very  seldom do  these  elements  convey  any  positive  meaning.

Therefore, it is safe to assume that the ideological bias of the papers lies with the party

which receives a more neutral treatment in this regard.

A telling example of setting is the difference between the descriptions of

the  special  voting  method  that  was  called  for  by  Senator  Reid.  In  the  NYT it  is

described  neutrally  as  a  ”ceremonial  gesture,”  (Herzenhorn  2009)  whereas  it  is

described as a ”formality” (Murray 2009c) that is ”generally reserved for such historic

matters  as the confirmation of Supreme court  nominees” (Ibid)  in the WP. The WP

seems to make the case that the method signifies little, being only a formality, and that it

is not being used properly in this context in any case. This is clearly an attempt to de-

legitimize the voting method's use in  this context  through references to custom and

tradition, while also de-legitimizing the method itself.

The differences in such descriptions would seem to be predicated on the

legitimation strategy of authorization and the  context model expression of  discourse

production.  Certain  words,  phrases  and  formulations,  such  as  the  use  of  the  word

'scrambled'  in  reference  to  Senate  majority  leader  Harry Reid  in  the  WP article  of

November 18, become acceptable to use when in the context of ideological opponents,

but  are  avoided  in  the  case  of  ideological  allies.  The  NYT can  thus  state  that  the

”Republican  National  Committee attacked  Senator  Mark  Pryor  of  Arkansas”  (Hulse

2009), but when it comes to explaining Senator Reid's discourse in a later article, they

say that he ”and several other Democrats also used their speeches to assail perceived

abuses by private insurers“ (Herzenhorn 2009). This implies that Senator Reid did not

attack the insurers themselves even though in the quote from Reid (which follows the

previous  quotation  immediately)  he  says,  ”[t]he  health  insurance  industry  has  an

insatiable appetite for more profit.” (Ibid) This could well have been described as an

attack on the health insurance industry, indeed it is difficult to interpret it differently, yet
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the  NYT  clearly  states  that  Reid  is  attacking  practices  rather  than  the  insurers

themselves.

The treatment of Olympia Snowe by the WP highlights a difference in the

use of membershipping between the two articles. According to van Dijk, attempts at

ideological domination ”will crucially involve those strategies that are geared towards

the de-legitimation of internal dissidence as well as outside competition.” (van Dijk

1998:258) Senator Snowe is not membershipped as a senator in the WP article from

November 22, something which would serve to de-legitimize her because senators are

public  representatives  who,  in  comparison  with  the  average  person,  ”have  more

authority and hence more credibility.” (van Dijk 1998:265) However, she is the only

Republican  to  receive  the  appellation  ”moderate,”  (Murray  2009a)  which  the  WP

articles use seven times in total to identify certain Democrats, and mainly those critical

of the healthcare bill. The NYT articles use the term in reference to Democrats once,

and never in reference to Republicans. She therefore loses the extra authority accorded

senators  due  to  their  role  as  elected  officials  and  may also  be  associated  with  the

Democratic party in the mind of the reader. These facts heavily indicate that the WP is

attempting to de-legitimize Senator Snowe. 

On  the  subject  of  abortion  the  WP  almost  totally  ignores  it  in  its

November 18 and 22 articles and the NYT November 18 article does not even mention

the subject once. In the NYT article from November 22 the subject is broached, but it

only takes up a few percent of the article space. However, the November 19/20 pair of

articles devote large sections to discussing the subject; the NYT devotes a third and the

WP somewhat  less  than a  sixth of  their  article  space  to  debating abortion.  Why is

abortion seemingly a more important issue for the reporters working at the NYT than

those working at the WP? In this case, the motivation for the NYT could be to point out

that many Republican lawmakers are against legal abortion. To many people this would

be  seen  as  a  negative.  Focusing heavily on  abortion would then  be  an example  of

emphasizing negative facts about your opponent. In this instance, the WP seems to have

a comparatively more neutral outlook than the NYT. However, the paper did quote the

National Right to Life committee which is an organization of abortion opponents. This

could indicate that  the WP wants the group to have access  to  discourse,  something

which was denied them by the NYT.
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3. Summary
This essay has analyzed news articles from the NYT and WP for evidence of the degree

to which ideological discourse is present in those articles. Three articles from the NYT

and the WP were selected and all these six articles covered the healthcare bill that was

being debated in the senate at the time. These articles were divided into three pairs of

articles  that  dealt  with  the  same  events.  Then  the  discourse  in  the  articles  were

compared  to  their  counterparts.  The  secondary  discourse,  which  emanates  from

someone other than the writer, was analyzed and it was established that the NYT articles

devoted more space to secondary discourse than the WP did. It was also established that

the reporters who worked at the WP in general allowed more Republicans to be heard in

their  articles  than  the  NYT journalists  did.  The  NYT articles  meanwhile  generally

featured more Democratic speakers than the WP articles did.

The  articles  were  then  looked  at  from  the  perspective  of  primary

discourse;  that  is,  discourse  generated  by  the  writer.  It  was  established  that  the

journalists of both papers used techniques that were intended to make the reader adopt

their perspective, and that the WP was somewhat more forceful in this regard. Finally,

the subject of abortion was covered. Here the NYT was much more talkative on the

subject than the WP, but on the whole the results were unclear as to whether either of

the papers was pushing a favoured ideological agenda on the subject.

3.1 Conclusion

According to my interpretation of the data, both newspapers are somewhat ideologically

biased  in  their  accounts  of  the  health  care  debate.  The  NYT is  biased  toward  the

Democratic party and the WP is biased toward the Republican party. However, the WP's

bias shows more than the bias present in the NYT, which tends to be milder. Even when

showing ideological bias, the tone used in the NYT is generally more neutral than the

one adopted in the WP in similar circumstances. Both papers do adopt a fairly neutral

tone  throughout  much  of  the  articles,  but  the  WP has  a  more  consistently  visible

ideological bias to it.

There  is  a  strong  tendency for  the  newspapers  to  interpret  events  and

discourses and present these interpretations to the reader, sometimes together with, and

sometimes in place of, actual reports of the events and discourses. There are also clear
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differences in source selection between the two papers. This combination leads to the

conclusion that it is impossible to get a wholly complete and objective picture of what is

being reported on by reading one of these newspapers' articles on the subject. However,

the articles convey much of the same general information. This means that differences

between the articles will lie mainly in details, interpretation and forecasting.
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